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I. ABSTRACT OF THE RESEARCH TASK,OBJECTIVES AND METHODS 

ABSTRACT 
 

During the operation of nuclear installations radioactive material can get out to the 
environment. My objective was to investigate the consequences of airborne release of 
radioactive material  in case of  normal operation, in postulated and in severe accident. 
In this dissertation the results for Educational Reactor (ER), Budapest Research Reactor 
(BRR) and Paks NPP (PNPP) are presented using own elaborated models and 
international codes adapted for Hungarian conditions.  

In case of normal operation I participated in elaborating the  national regulation of 
release of radioactive material, than I investigated how the ER, BRR and PNPP meets 
the requirements. In case of postulated accidents of BRR, PNPP the environmental 
consequences are compared with dose criteria, in case of severe accidents of PNPP with 
probabilistic criteria (with the individual and social risk). In case of severe accidents 
(with high radioactive release) of PNPP the effectiveness of countermeasures are 
presented. 

The results can be utilized for the sake of safe operation of national nuclear 
installation, during national and international emergency exercises and ensures equality 
comparison of radiation safety of nuclear reactors in our area.  

  

 

OBJECTIVES 
 

In the frame of this study the object I proposed to myself to investigate the 
quantity, dispersion and exposure of radioactive material released to the environment 
and finally to verify the completion of national and international criteria for normal 
operation, postulated and severe accidents.  

My analyses were focussed on:  

Employment of criteria for normal operation of nuclear installations (ER, BRR, 
and Isotope Institute GmbH)  and verifying its completion. 

Developing of spreading model and presentation of its applicability in  (BRR’s). 
postulated accidents.  

Deterministic analyses. Adapting and application of consequence calculation 
model (PC COSYMA) for postulated accidents of BRR and PNPP. Comparison 
of the estimated exposure with the dose criteria. 

Probabilistic analyses. Estimating the health, economical consequences of severe 
accident with high release of radioactive material, and the effectiveness of 
countermeasure. Comparison of probabilistic results for PNPP with international 
(the individual and social risk) criteria.  
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METHODS 

 
The methods applied for solution of the problem consist of several steps : 

  

• survey of literature  

• data collection 

• international collaboration 

• model developing 

• experiments 

• analysis 

• evaluation 

• presentation and acceptation of results in scientific quarters 

 

 

 
II. SHORT DESCRIPTOIN OF INVESTIGATION 

PERFORMED AND CONLUSIONS DRAWED FROM  

   

My dissertation - with detailed description the performed task is - consist of 8 

chapter. After the introduction (Chapter one)  the Second Chapter is dealing with the 

regulation of radioactive material released from high priority (nuclear) installations 

to the environment. In the frame of this task firstly the principles of regulation  of 

airborne release of radioactive material were determined. The next step was to 

determine the release limits and criteria for 3 nuclear installations (ER, BRR and 

Isotope GmbH) using the dose constrain. It find out that in case of planned  (and 

realized) the release limits are satisfied and the release criteria is also widely 

fulfilled. 

 The Chapter 3 is dealing with model discretion used in deterministic analyses. 

This chapter deeply discuss the dispersion and dose calculation model used in 
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forthcoming chapters for estimating the  health, economical consequences 

considering the countermeasures.   As this model (PC COSYMA) fits to 

international requirements , so its application ensures comparison of safety in “euro 

conform way”.  

 The Chapter 4 is dealing with analyses of environmental consequences of release 

of radioactive material of  postulated accidents 2 nuclear installations (BRR and 

PNPP). The quantity (the source term) of released radioactive material at BRR is 

determined using the model described in Annex1. Having known the source term the 

results of deterministic analysis are performed for 2 nuclear installations. It is found 

that both for BRR and PNPP the exposure of critical group stay far below under the 

dose criteria.  

 The Chapter 5 discusses the analyses of the severe accidents for  2 enhanced 

nuclear installations. Here firstly the doses around the reactor building and the initial 

dispersion parameters are determined for the BRR. Using this latter parameters the 

exposure of the population and  boarder of urgent protective zone (UPZ) were 

estimated. It is found that this zone is not overhang the boarder of the campus. 

In this chapter takes place the probabilistic analyses of severe accidents of PNPP. 

Using the available release categories the health and economical consequences are 

presented in probabilistic way. This chapter discusses  the consequences of fail of 

countermeasures. It is found that in case of the implementation of countermeasure in 

time the individual and social risk criteria are satisfied. 

The Chapter 6 is an overview of the last previous chapters, the Chapter 7 contains 

suggestions, recommendations for normal operations, postulated and severe 

accidents. 

 The Chapter 8 summarising the new scientific results (Thesis) 
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III. SUGGESTIONS 

 
 
Normal operation 

 
At nuclear installations the derivation should be performed in such a way that in 

case of  satisfying the release limits and release criteria, the yearly exposure of the 
population must be below the dose constrain. Harmonising the legal system of European 
Union the dose contribution of unit release  should be derived using international codes 
with best estimates parameters.  
 
 
Postulated accident 

 
The consequence calculation should be performed for the critical group of the 

population (the critical group for  BRR : the population of resort area at 1 km from the 
reactor; the critical group for PNPP : the population of the adults of Csampa village. In 
the calculation all exposure routes (which evokes early protective measure) should be 
taken into account. The postulated accident of a nuclear installation must be performed  
that no protective measure need to be implemented. 
 

 

Severe accident 
 
 

The analyses for BRR should be performed in deterministic, for PNPP in 
probabilistic way. The deterministic analysis should be performed for most probabilistic 
meteorological parameters. From this results the boarder of urgent protective zone can 
be derived. The probabilistic analyses should be performed using one year meteorology 
data file and stratified meteorological sampling. Conditional probabilities - multiplying 
with the probability of the source term - the individual and social risk can be derived 
witch should be oriented to the averaged risk in the industry.  
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Scientific results 
(Thesis) 

 
In the frame of scientific work I analyzed the airborne radioactive material 

released from national nuclear installations, I studied its environmental consequences in 
case of  normal operation, in postulated and severe accidental situations. 

My scientific results are: 
I. I employed the basic principles regulating the release of nuclear installations 

in normal operation, minimising the risk of radiation exposure of population. 
I solved far opened task: I presented the calculation methodology for nuclear 
and non nuclear installations and  I calculated the release limits for enhanced 
installations. 

 

II. Using the principles of regulations of release I calculated the nuclidspecific 
release limits of enhanced installations (Educational Reactor, Research 
Reactor and Isotope Institute GmbH). I controlled the fulfilment of dose 
constrained for the critical group. 

 

III. Using my model I estimated the activities released from the damaged fuel 
elements during the postulated accidents at different ventilation state of the 
Research Reactor. From the activities released – in several meteorological 
conditions - I estimated the dose rate around the reactor building. Using 
adapted international models I estimated the exposure of critical group.  

 

IV. I analysed the environmental consequences of postulated accidents at Paks 
NPP using the PC COSYMA program package adapted on Hungarian 
circumstances. I performed deterministic analysis for estimating the exposure 
of critical group and the results were compared by the criteria. 

 

V. Using the my activity spreading model I estimated the consequences of the 
severe accident (i.e. the total core melting) around the Research Reactor  and 
in the environment. The initial dispersion parameters and dose conversion 
factors were calculated by the wind tunnel experiment. In case of accidental 
situations the source term can be estimated from the dose rate at the detector 
points. In this severe accidental situations I estimated the exposure of critical 
group and I decided the boarder of the urgent protecting zone (UPZ). 

 

VI. I performed the PSA  Level –3 of Paks NPP. With stratified sampling – using 
Hungarian meteorological data file - I estimated the radiological, health and 
economical consequences of release categories using the source term results 
of PSA-Level 2. I estimated the social and individual risk of the population 
and I compared with the international criteria. 
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